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electronic transmission control introduction 1-10-03 - 4 electronic transmission control purpose of the system
electronically controlled transmissions were introduced on bmw products in 1986 on 5 and metric
mechanicÃ¢Â€Â™s line of differential rebuilds general ... - the 3.45 low tooth contact ltc gear set has 11
pinion teeth and 38 ring gear teeth with a ring gear tooth width of 25mm page 4 copyrightÃ‚Â© january 2005 by
metric ... motorcycle speed estimates using conservation of linear ... - 2 background for many years there has
been some controversy over the use of conservation of linear momentum to estimate the speed of motorcycles
involved in collisions with other motor vehicles. troubleshooting & diagnostic procedures - e38 bmw 7 ... - 3
diagnostic communication dis/modic to control module communication is dependent on the integrity of the
diagnos-tic link (d-bus). the diagnostic link is a wire circuit in the vehicle that connects to all control
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